
SELLING LAYERED 
CYBERSECURITY
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Not only do your clients expect a certain level of quality 
in the services they receive; they also place a great deal 
of importance on the individual working relationship. 
Clients want to know they’re being taken seriously as 
people, and are being served by MSPs who understand 
their needs on a personal level. 

By the same token, it’s equally important for MSPs to 
align with well-known, trusted solution vendors who 
are committed to their partners’ success. Particularly 
when selecting cybersecurity solutions to resell, MSPs 
need to carefully balance quality, ease of use, and 
pricing. After all, today’s businesses are already aware 
that they need cybersecurity to protect their business 
and customers. It’s not a matter of whether they plan 
to invest in security at all; it’s a matter of which services 
they’ll buy with their IT budget. 

Finally, MSPs have to choose a cybersecurity vendor 
that accounts for all the angles and multi-stage tactics 
cybercriminals use to attack. From phishing to drive-
by downloads, malvertising to ransomware, social 
engineering to code injection, your clients’ businesses 
are at risk every day. The cybersecurity vendor you 
choose needs offer layered protection against these 
types of blended—or “multi-vector”—threats without 
slowing down clients’ end users. 



ASSESSING YOUR 
PROSPECTS’ NEEDS
Despite the number of cyberattacks in headlines every day, and the general 
acceptance that using the internet poses some risk, many organizations have only a 
baseline understanding of their security vulnerability. The first step in selling layered 
cybersecurity is determining your clients’ specific needs.
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Do you think your organization 
could be attractive to 
cybercriminals? Why or why not?

How much of your security budget is 
devoted to solving past problems?

How much do you spend on structural 
investments?

How much do you spend on systems 
and tools?

How integrated are they into your 
IT processes?

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN EVALUATING YOUR CLIENTS’ 
SECURITY RISK:

QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN 
EVALUATING YOUR CLIENTS’ 
FINANCIAL COMMITMENT 
TO SECURITY:
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Which processes or systems 
represent your greatest assets 
from a cybersecurity perspective? 

When was the last time one of 
your executives discussed the 
importance of security with your 
employees and stakeholders? 
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How much do you depend on the 
services of partners, suppliers, and 
other organizations?

Do they have the same risk 
threshold?
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How much risk will you bear in 
relation to these processes?

What is your plan of action in the 
event of a security incident?



MAKING THE CASE 
FOR CLOUD-BASED vs.                
ON-PREMISES SOLUTIONS
While many companies have adopted cloud-based solutions, others have remained on 
the sidelines, often citing concerns about data security, IT spend, and control over their 
critical assets. When discussing cloud-based solutions, it’s important to address the 
pros and cons of on-premises solutions as well.

Cloud-based threat management capabilities are evolving rapidly, offering huge 
potential for cost benefits and operational efficiencies that on-premises solutions 
can’t provide.

In addition to sharing the costs of infrastructure, bandwidth, and expertise across 
clients, cloud-based solutions allow organizations to share information to correlate 
intelligence and block blended attacks.

THE CASE FOR CLOUD-BASED SOLUTIONS

Businesses can rapidly adjust cloud 
computing capabilities to scale to the 
volume of internal and external threat 
information.

Investing in cloud-based solutions allows 
organizations to take advantage of an 
OpEx model to reduce capital expenses, 
helping them realize potential cost 
benefits throughout the year.

Cloud-based solutions can enable 
safer information sharing by combining 
analytics from multiple sources without 
compromising data security.

Companies can engage the resources 
and expertise of a cloud-based security 
solutions provider, paying only for what 
they use. 

COST EFFICIENCIES

SOUND INVESTMENT

DATA SECURITY

FLEXIBLE SOLUTION 
DEVELOPMENT



Despite the clear operational efficiencies 
and potential cost savings that a cloud-
based security solution provides, some 
organizations opt to deploy on-premises 
threat management solutions. This option 
does come with some advantages:

SCARCITY OF CYBERSECURITY TALENT
These days, cybersecurity professionals with cybersecurity 
expertise are in high demand.

COST TO MAINTAIN AN INFORMATION SECURITY TEAM
Qualified information security professionals come with a hefty 
price tag (approx. $92,600, per the Bureau of Labor Statistics). 

LIMITED CAPACITY AND SCALABILITY 
Traditional on-premises systems often don’t provide enough 
storage capacity, processing power, or scalability, impeding the 
ability to view and analyze data across the enterprise.

RESOURCE USAGE
On-premises solutions usually have a set fee, regardless of 
how much the organization uses.

THE CASE FOR ON-PREMISES 
SOLUTIONS UNFORTUNATELY, 

ON-PREMISES SOLUTIONS 
ALSO BRING A NUMBER OF 
CHALLENGES, INCLUDING:

An on-premises solution provides 
IT teams with complete control over 
meeting compliance mandates. Since 
data and applications are stored on 
servers in-house, IT teams always know 
the location of their data and assets.

Organizations can fully customize and 
integrate systems to meet their specific 
business needs.

CUSTOMIZATION

IT CONTROL



PARTNER BENEFITS WITH 
MULTI-VECTOR PROTECTION 
FROM WEBROOT 
Webroot’s combination of advanced, cloud-based business endpoint protection and threat 
intelligence can help organizations identify and respond to multi-vector threats more 
quickly, maximize IT resources, and reduce overall operating costs. This key differentiator 
brings a competitive advantage to your service offerings and enables successful value-
based selling.

Protect clients’ networks and endpoints 
from multi-vector threats that span PCs, 
laptops, smartphones, and even flash 
drives

Alert IT, managers, and employees 
about the latest security threats and 
trends

Enforce security policies for any remote 
or on-site devices connecting to the 
network

Stop zero-day malware attacks

Set policies, view activity, create and run 
reports, and enforce security policies in 
one straightforward, centralized console

Launch Security Awareness Training 
courses to transform end users from 
your weakest security link to a strong 
first line of defense

WITH WEBROOT, YOU CAN:



THE WEBROOT 
PARTNER EDGE 
MSP PROGRAM
The Webroot Partner Edge program provides the 
industry-specific tools, security and threat intelligence 
services, training, integrations, certifications, and 
platforms you need to ensure trust and reliability with 
your customer base. By partnering with Webroot, MSPs 
get access to innovative resources that help effectively 
grow your MSP business, including:

Marketing toolkit and sales resources

Lead generation and an exclusive 
partner community

Co-branded emails and content 
syndication

Marketing funds and activity 
reimbursement



ENDPOINT 
PROTECTION

DNS
PROTECTION

MOBILE 
PROTECTION

SECURITY 
AWARENESS TRAINING

» Shield-based, comprehensive multi-vector protection

» <1 MB agent deploys in seconds

» No reimaging and no signature updates

» Simple online management and RMM/PSA integration

» Zero conflicts and zero infrastructure to maintain

» 100% cloud-based, no servers, hardware, or software

» Stops threats at the domain level, before they hit endpoints

» Backed by Webroot BrightCloud® Web Classification

» Enforces internet usage policies seamlessly

» Adds a revenue stream and reduces costs

» Over-the-air deployment and management

» Supports Android™ and iOS® devices

» Antivirus, secure web browsing, lost device protection

» Fast scans and a tiny device footprint

» Enforces company policies

» Shield-based, comprehensive multi-vector protection

» <1 MB agent deploys in seconds

» No reimaging and no signature updates

» Simple online management and RMM/PSA integration

» Zero conflicts and zero infrastructure to maintain



FLEXIBLE 
CLOUD-BASED 
MANAGEMENT
Webroot SecureAnywhere® solutions and 
Security Awareness Training use cloud-based 
management, which requires no on-premises 
hardware or software. The Webroot Global Site 
Manager (GSM) provides MSPs with a hierarchical 
view of the endpoints under their protection. It 
gives them global visibility over their customers, 
as well as the ability to drill down to group and 
individual user views. It also enables MSPs to see 
in real time how many devices each customer 
deploys, or whether any endpoints need attention.

Installs in the average time of 7 competitors

Uses over 40x less hard disk install space than 
Bitdefender®2

Uses 39x less memory than Kaspersky®2

Scans 135x faster than Sophos®2

Needs nearly 9x less memory during an initial scan 

COMPETITIVE COMPARISON

  PassMark Software. “Webroot SecureAnywhere® Business Endpoint Protection vs. Seven Competitors.” (April 2017)



BECOME AN 
MSP PARTNER
To learn more about how multi-vector 
protection from Webroot can help you keep 
clients safe and become more profitable, 
visit www.webroot.com/MSPpartners 
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ABOUT WEBROOT
Webroot delivers network and endpoint security and threat intelligence services to protect businesses and individuals around the globe. Our smarter approach harnesses the power of cloud-based collective threat intelligence derived from millions of real-world devices to stop 
threats in real time and help secure the connected world. Our award-winning SecureAnywhere® endpoint solutions and BrightCloud® Threat Intelligence Services protect millions of devices across businesses, home users, and the Internet of Things. Trusted and integrated by 
market-leading companies, including Cisco, Citrix, F5 Networks, Aruba, Palo Alto Networks, A10 Networks, and more, Webroot is headquartered in Colorado and operates globally across North America, Europe, and Asia. Discover Smarter Cybersecurity™ solutions at   webroot.com.

http://www.webroot.com

